Introducing the NEW

DUETTE PROGRESSIVE

Case Study

The Patient:
56 year old male with no history of contact lens wear.

Chief Complaints:
Having to remove distance-only spectacles to see intermediate and near.
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"I chose the Duette Progressive lens for this patient because I wanted him to have a great first experience with multifocal contact lenses. He was given proper expectations regarding how the lenses would feel initially and how vision would sharpen throughout the adaptation process. He struggled a bit with insertion and removal, but that was expected due to the fact that this was his first experience with contact lenses. After the initial two-week adaptation period, he was very comfortable inserting and removing his lenses, found the lenses comfortable, and enjoyed not having to constantly remove his glasses for near and intermediate tasks.

Interestingly, I tried the Duette Multifocal lens on this patient first, but he struggled with distance vision. Once switching him over to the Duette Progressive lens, he was remarkably happy."

Jennifer Redfern, OD
Pepose Vision Institute
St. Louis, Missouri